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a b s t r a c t 
A novel Lattice-Boltzmann model to simulate gas mixing in anaerobic digestion is developed and de- 
scribed. For the ﬁrst time, Euler–Lagrange multiphase, non-Newtonian and turbulence modelling are ap- 
plied jontly with a novel hybrid boundary condition. The model is validated in a laboratory-scale frame- 
work and ﬂow patterns are assessed through Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) and innovative Positron- 
Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT). The model is shown to reproduce the experimental ﬂow patterns with 
ﬁdelity in both qualitative and quantitative terms. 
The model opens up a new approach to computational modelling of the complex multiphase ﬂow in 
anaerobic digesters and offers speciﬁc advantages, such as computational eﬃciency, over an analogous 
Euler-Lagrange ﬁnite-volume computational ﬂuid dynamics approach. 
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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0. Introduction 
Wastewater treatment is an energy-intensive process. According
o EU ﬁgures, the annual energy consumption of wastewater treat-
ent works (WwTWs)’s in Member States exceeds 23,800 GWh
8] , and an increase of 60% in the next 10–15 years is expected,
rincipally due to tightened regulation of eﬄuent discharges from
wTWs (e.g. Water Framework Directive, WFD) [14] . At the same
ime, the global need for water is expected to grow by 30%, and
ood and energy by 50% in the forthcoming decades [45] . From the
erspective of climate change, this constitutes a “perfect storm”,
hich makes it necessary to address the link between water and
nergy. 
Municipal sewage sludge is the by-product of wastewater in-
ustry, with 1.5M tonnes produced annually in the UK [42] . Sludge
s usually treated via anaerobic digestion, in which it is mixed with
naerobic bacteria at 22–41 °C. Mixing, in UK WwTWs is usually
ffected via gas mixing, in which a proportion of the produced
iogas is collected and pumped back inside the digester and in-
ected into the sludge via a series of nozzles. As bacteria degrade
ludge to more stable compounds, a methane-rich biogas is pro-
uced. This can be harnessed as a renewable energy source, usu-
lly through combined heat and power technology. Mixing is cru-
ial for stable process operation and accounts for a large portion∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: ddapelo@bradford.ac.uk (D. Dapelo). 
i  
[
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.compﬂuid.2018.12.008 
045-7930/© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article uf a digester’s energy consumption (17–73%, Owen [29] ). However
urrent practice in digester design is still rooted in rules of thumb
nd empiricism rather than science [10] . It is therefore clear that
ixing design and operation should be optimised to achieve a bet-
er balance between input mixing energy and output biogas yield.
ress et al. [21] shown experimentally that it is possible to halve
nput mixing energy without impacting nutrient distribution, and
ence, without impacting biogas yield. 
Sludge is corrosive, biochemically hazardous and opaque; this
akes the task of performing experiments on it challenging. More-
ver, industrial digesters often consist of large tanks ( ∼500 m 3 )
perating without interruptions. Under these conditions, the only
easible experimental option consists of injecting a tracer, usually
ithium, to develop a tracer response curve, but still is a costly
echnique, which only provides a “black-box” representation of the
ow patterns inside a digester. For this reason, numerical mod-
lling has a major role to play to assist our understanding of mix-
ng in anaerobic digestion. 
Sludge is a complex, multiphase non-Newtonian ﬂuid [13] , and
ny numerical model aimed at modelling ﬂow patterns inside an
naerobic digester must include sludge’s relevant rheological char-
cteristics. Considering the above-mentioned diﬃculties in access-
ng operational data, a common approach consists of providing a
alidation for the numerical model through laboratory-scale exper-
ments, and then, applying the validated model to a full-scale case
11,12] . nder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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aNomenclature 
εK Smoothing parameter of the K -th particle 
˙ γ Shear rate, s −1 
τ K Hydrodynamics torque acting on the K -th particle 
μ Power-law apparent viscosity, Pa s 
μmax Power-law apparent maximum viscosity, Pas 
μmin Power-law apparent minimum viscosity, Pas 
ν Dimensionless kinematic viscosity (before 
Smagorinsky correction) 
ξ Partial-slip parameter 
νeff Turbulent dimensionless kinematic viscosity 
ρC Continuous phase dimensionless density 
ρP Particulate phase dimensionless density 
τ Dimensionless relaxation time (before Smagorinsky 
correction) 
τ eff Turbulent dimensionless relaxation time 
K Angular velocity of the K-th particle 
αK Angular acceleration of the K-th particle 
ϑK Angular coordinate of the K-th particle 
a K Centre-of-mass acceleration of the K-th particle 
C Smago Smagorinsky constant 
c i i -th discretized lattice velocity 
c s Speed of sound 
d Porosity 
F K Hydrodynamics force acting on the K -th particle 
f i i -th particle distribution function 
f  
i 
i -th particle distribution function after collision 
f (1) 
i 
i -th non-equilibrium particle distribution function 
f 
(eq) 
i 
i -th equilibrium particle distribution function 
g i Momentum exchange between two contiguous 
nodes across the i -th lattice direction 
J K Moment of inertia of the K -th particle 
K Power-law consistency coeﬃcient, Pa s n 
M K Mass of the K -th particle 
n Power-law index 
N Number of lattice nodes across the diameter 
P K K -th particle 
q Air injection ﬂow rate for the experimental rig, ml 
s −1 
R K Radius of the K -th particle 
S Rate of shear tensor 
t Dimensionless discretized time 
u Dimensionless velocity 
U K Centre-of-mass velocity of the K -th particle 
u C Continuous phase dimensionless velocity 
u P Particulate phase dimensionless velocity 
w i Weight of the i -th component of the equilibrium 
particle distribution 
x Dimensionless lattice site coordinate 
x B Dimensionless lattice site coordinate at a partial- 
slip boundary node 
X K Centre-of-mass coordinate of the K -th particle 
BGK Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook 
HLBM Homogenised Lattice-Boltzmann method 
LBM Lattice-Boltzmann method 
PEPT Positron emission particle tracking 
PIV Particle image velocimetry 
TS Total solid content 
WFD European union’s water framework directive 
WwTW Wastewater treatment work 
A considerable amount of numerical work has been performed
in the last decades for anaerobic digestion [7,9,10,12,17,18,26–8,33,38,41,43,46] . Despite the considerable advances in the under-
tanding of mixing in anaerobic digestion, many important aspects
till need to be clariﬁed: research on mechanical mixing is exceeds
as mixing, and the link between mixing and biogas yield has not
een thoroughly investigated. 
To date, all the numerical work in anaerobic digestion has
een limited to computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) only. More re-
ently, an alternative approach, the Lattice-Boltzmann (LB) method,
as been developed. Lattice-Boltzmann presents determinant ad-
antages over CFD, such as: ( i ) a simple updating algorithm
ree from resource-consuming loops otherwise necessary to solve
he Navier–Stokes/pressure equations implicitly; ( ii ) a highly-
arallelizable approach due to the locality of the processes; and
 iii ) a structure which allows the relatively simple and organic
escription of a variety of phenomena. These advantages ensure
n unparalleled level of numerical eﬃciency: for instance, Lattice-
oltzmann can take advantage form modern massively parallel
ardware like GPUs [19] . Hence, there is an obvious interest and
eneﬁt to be derived from developing Lattice-Boltzmann models
or anaerobic digestion. 
The aim of the work reported in this paper is to demonstrate
he ﬁrst step towards the simulation of ﬂow patterns inside an
naerobic digester using the Lattice-Boltzmann framework and, in
articular, the ﬁrst-ever LB model for anaerobic digestion is de-
cribed and subsequently validated against experimental laboratory
ata. The highly innovative model involves the combined applica-
ion of a recent Euler–Lagrangian model, the Homogenised Lattice-
oltzmann Model (HLBM, Krause et al. [20] and Trunk et al. [39] )
nd a non-Newtonian model for the liquid phase [6] with an asso-
iated Smagorinsky turbulence closure model [15] , and the intro-
uction of a hybrid bounce-back/free-slip boundary condition. 
This paper is structured as follows. First, sludge rheology and
haracteristics are summarized, and assumptions and modelling
hoices are discussed. The experimental apparatus and the visual
maging techniques adopted to produce the experimental data are
hen described. A discussion of the results follows, and conclusions
rawn. 
. Materials and methods 
.1. Modelling assumptions 
Sludge is a complex mixture of water, organic and inorganic
atter. This complexity is further enhanced in digesters via the in-
ection of biogas bubbles. The dimensions of the solid debris vary
rom molecules to sand and grit of approximately one millime-
re, and possibly to centimetres if silage or food waste are added
s in the case of agricultural digesters. The co-existence of liquid,
olid and gas phases gives rise to a number of multiphase phe-
omena such as liquid-bubble momentum exchange, sedimenta-
ion and ﬂotation. The presence of a bubbly phase due to biogas
ixing gives rise to multiphase phenomena such as liquid-bubble
omentum transfer and possibly bubble coalescence and breakup,
nd alterations at the liquid phase’s surface. The presence of a
olid phase alters the liquid phase rheology depending on the to-
al solids content (TS) and the temperature [1] , and gives rise to
 wide series of non-Newtonian phenomena such as shear thin-
ing and thixotropy [13] . Finally, the anaerobic digestion process
eans that bacteria break down complex molecules into smaller
ompounds as a result of their metabolic activities, and as a conse-
uence, sludge’s rheological characteristics may change throughout
igestion progress [16] . 
Considering the complexity of the above-described phenomena,
n order to model sludge successfully, it is necessary to introduce
 series of assumptions as listed below. 
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Table 1 
Rheological properties of sludge at T = 35 °C. From Laundry et al. [25] . 
TS K n | ˙ γ | range μmin μmax Density 
(%) (Pa s n ) (–) ( s −1 ) (Pa s) (Pa s) ( kg m −3 ) 
2.5 0.042 0.710 226—702 0.006 0.008 1,0 0 0.36 
5.4 0.192 0.562 50—702 0.01 0.03 1,0 0 0.78 
7.5 0.525 0.533 11—399 0.03 0.17 1,001.00 
9.1 1.052 0.467 11—156 0.07 0.29 1,001.31 
12.1 5.885 0.367 3—149 0.25 2.93 1,001.73 
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i  .1.1. Liquid phase 
Sedimentation and ﬂocculation take place through on scale of
ays if not years. The model illustrated in this work was developed
rom the perspective of improving the day-to-day balance between
he degree of mixing and input mixing energy for a full-scale di-
ester. Common mixing operation in WwTWs is broken down in
ycles of one hour, and Dapelo and Bridgeman [11] shown that
uch a balance could be traced in around 15 min operational time.
or this reason, the liquid and solid phases were modelled together
s a single liquid phase, and sedimentation and ﬂocculation were
gnored. 
.1.2. Rheology 
Non-Newtonian behaviour has been shown to alter the sludge
ow patterns inside a digester [44] , and consequently an effec-
ive model for mixing in anaerobic digestion should include non-
ewtonian behaviour. A simple and robust model is the pseudo-
lastic model in which apparent viscosity μ and shear rate ˙ γ obey
 power-law relationship: 
= K ˙ γ n −1 , (1) 
here “pseudoplastic” means n < 1, and K is the consistency co-
ﬃcient. In order to avoid non-physical divergence at zero shear
ate or exceedingly low apparent viscosity values at high shear
ates, the model deﬁnes a minimum and a maximum boundary
or the apparent viscosity, namely μmin and μmax respectively.
andry et al. [25] performed a series of rheological measurements
or sludge at different TS values, and the results are reported in
able 1 . 
The data show that the difference in density of sludge com-
ared to that of water at 35 °C (994 kg m −3 ) less than 1%.
herefore, for the sake of simplicity, sludge density was set to
,0 0 0 kg m −3 for all simulations. Thyxotropy and dependence on
igestion process were ignored because of the continuous nature
f mixing and the short timescale involved ( < 1 h in the experi-
ent, against 15–30 days in full-scale operation). 
.1.3. Bubbly phase and multiphase model 
Mixing is driven by the rise of a bubble plume. Hence, in or-
er to obtain a faithful simulation of the ﬂow patterns through-
ut the computational domain, a robust modelling of the bubble-
iquid phase momentum exchange is required. However, a detailed
escription of the bubble dynamics is unimportant. Moreover, as
hown in Section 2.3 , no bubble breakup or coalescence is re-
orted for the experimental apparatus taken in consideration. For
ull-scale plants, an experimental description of the bubble dy-
amics is unavailable due to the afore-mentioned black-box nature
f the experimental techniques. However, Dapelo and Bridgeman
12] shown that a change in bubble size produced only marginal
ffects in the simulated ﬂow patterns and no alteration in the qual-
ty of mixing. 
An Euler–Lagrange modelling approach was considered as more
uitable here than an Euler–Euler approach because it would re-
uire comparably less empirical information to close the equa-
ions of motion [2] . Considering the above factors, a two-way cou-ling (i.e. bubbles exchange momentum with liquid phase and vice
ersa) was adopted, and bubbles were modelled as rigid spheres. 
The choice of an Euler–Lagrange model means that the evolu-
ion of the interface surface, and notably the top liquid-atmosphere
urface, cannot be simulated directly. However, the bubble plume
s expected to alter the surface by inducing a bulge at the
op of the plume, and ripples departing from it, as reported in
ection 2.3.2 . Such displacements are expected to subtract energy
rom the bulk ﬂow by turning it into potential energy (production
f a bulge above the surface), and kinetic energy (surface waves
nd displacement of the atmosphere above). Since the effect of this
issipation phenomenon to the bulk ﬂow could not be simulated
irectly, an attempt to reproduce this mechanism was performed
y introducing a partial-slip boundary condition at the surface, in
lace of the free-slip. This was expected to subtract a portion of
omentum from surface ﬂow through dissipation and avoid it to
e returned into the bulk ﬂow. 
.2. Numerical model 
The modelling assumptions discussed in Section 2.1.3 dovetail
ith the HLBM [20,39] . Compared to mainstream two-phase mod-
ls such as the Shan–Chen [32] and the free energy, [36,37] , the
LBM has the advantage of being free from pressure ﬂuctuations
nd parasite interface ﬂows and to naturally allow high phase den-
ity ratios ( ∼10 3 ) with no algorithm adaptation. Compared to im-
ersed methods [30,40] , it has the advantage of not needing mesh
daptation procedures. 
.2.1. The Lattice-Boltzmann framework 
The Lattice-Boltzmann is a mesoscopic model. Unlike CFD and
ther macroscopic models, where the observable ﬁelds of veloc-
ty, density and pressure are solved directly, in Lattice-Boltzmann
he fundamental object of interest is the one-particle density func-
ion f ( x , c , t ) , which describes the probability of ﬁnding a parti-
le of ﬂuid within the elemental cube ( x , x + d x ) with a velocity
omprised within the cubic interval ( c , c + d c ) at a time t . Density
( x , t ) , velocity u ( x , t ) and shear stress σ ( x , t ) are obtained from
he zeroth, ﬁrst and second moments of f [22] : 
= 
∫ 
f d c ; (2) 
u = 
∫ 
f c d c ; (3) 
u  u − σ = 
∫ 
f c  c d c . (4) 
he particle-density function obeys the Boltzmann equation: 
( ∂ t + c · ∇ ) f = C ( f ) , (5) 
here C ( f ) is the collision operator, which models the effect of
inary particle collisions. Eq. (5) can be considerably simpliﬁed
ollowing the Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook (BGK) collision operator [4] ,
hich hypothesised that the effect of a collision on f can be mod-
lled as an exponential relaxation towards the equilibrium particle
ensity function f (eq) : 
 ( f ) = − 1 
τ
[
f − f (eq) 
]
, (6) 
here τ is the relaxation time, and f (eq) is the Maxwell equilibrium
istribution [22] . 
Discretization is performed as follows. The three-dimensional
ectorial space describing the spatial coordinate is substituted with
 cubic lattice with lattice size δx . The three-dimensional vecto-
ial space describing the velocities is substituted with a ﬁnite and
sotropic set of velocities pointing to the zeroth, ﬁrst, second and
14 D. Dapelo, R. Trunk and M.J. Krause et al. / Computers and Fluids 180 (2019) 11–21 
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v  third neighbour of a given lattice site, with modulus respectively√ 
0 , 
√ 
1 , 
√ 
2 and 
√ 
3 times δx / δt , where δt is the timestep. Every
discretization is conventionally identiﬁed by a tag D d Q p , with d
the dimensionality of the problem, and p the number of lattice ve-
locities. Notationally, the continuous f ( x , c , t ) is re-written as a
set f i ( x , t ) , i = 0 , . . . , p, each deﬁned at the lattice sites and re-
ferring to a discrete velocity c i . The integrals in Eqs. (2) –( 4 ) are
substituted with summations over the velocity set. The error aris-
ing from the discretization of the velocity set is cancelled by writ-
ing the Maxwell equilibrium function in terms of orthonormal Her-
mite polynomials. To recover the adiabatic dynamics with a com-
pressibility error of Ma 2 with Ma being the Mach number, only the
zeroth, ﬁrst and second-order Hermite polynomials for the equilib-
rium function are necessary. In this way, f (eq) is written as: 
f (eq) 
i 
= w i ρ
[
1 + u · c i 
c 2 s 
+ ( u · c i ) 
2 − c 2 s u 2 
2 c 4 s 
]
, (7)
where c s is the speed of sound and w i are standard weights
deﬁned for the speciﬁc D d Q p lattice, and density and velocity
are evaluated through Eqs. (2) and ( 3 ) [22] . After a rescaling
δx ≡ δt ≡1 , Eq. (5) , considering Eq. (6) , is discretized as follows:
f i ( x + c i , t + 1 ) = f i ( x , t ) −
1 
τ
[ 
f i ( x , t ) − f (eq) i 
] 
. (8)
Eq. (8) is implemented in two steps: A local, non-linear collision : 
i ( x , t ) = f i ( x , t ) −
1 
τ
[ 
f i ( x , t ) − f (eq) i 
] 
, (9)
and a linear, non-local streaming : 
f i ( x + c i , t + 1 ) = i ( x , t ) . (10)
It is possible to demonstrate that, in the limit Ma 1, Eq. (8) re-
produces the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations [22] , with
pressure and kinematic viscosity deﬁned as: 
p := ρc 2 s , ν := c 2 s 
(
τ − 1 
2 
)
. (11)
The simple structure of the collision-streaming mechanism
( Eqs. (9) and ( 10 )) separates the non-linear from the non-local
part; in particular, advection is linear and exact. In this way,
the solution procedure does not require repeating iterations with
residual check, thus allowing a very reduced number of operations
per time update, and hence an unparalleled numerical eﬃciency. 
2.2.2. Homogenised Lattice-Boltzmann model (HLBM) 
In HLBM, both the continuous and particulate phase are de-
scribed by a single particle distribution function f i ( x , t ) obey-
ing the Lattice-Boltzmann equation with a Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook
(BGK) collision operator ( Eq. (8) ). A standard D3Q27 scheme
[22] was used. The zeroth momentum ρC and the ﬁrst momentum
ρC u C of f i give the liquid phase density and velocity respectively,
and are calculated via: 
ρC ( x , t ) = 
∑ 
i 
f i ( x , t ) , (12)
ρC ( x , t ) u C ( x , t ) = 
∑ 
i 
f i ( x , t ) c i . (13)
The multiphase behaviour of the model is determined by the
“lattice porosity” ﬁeld d ( x , t ) ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] following [35] . The equilib-
rium function is built as in the standard BGK model ( Eq. (7) ), but
the ﬁrst-momentum velocity u C is replaced with u : 
f (eq) 
i 
= w i ρC 
[
1 + u · c i 
c 2 s 
+ ( u · c i ) 
2 − c 2 s u 2 
2 c 4 s 
]
, (14)here c s is the speed of sound and w i is the standard i -th weight
or BGK D3Q27 models [22] . u is a linear combination of the par-
iculate phase velocity u P (to be discussed below, in Section 2.2.3 )
nd the liquid phase velocity: 
 = u C ( 1 − d ) + u P d . (15)
he model reduces to [35] when u P = 0 . 
Depending on the local value of d , it is possible to identify
hree distinct areas: ( i ) d = 0 for continuous phase, which follows
 standard BGK dynamics; ( ii ) d = 1 for nodes inside a particle, the
reatment of which is described below in Section 2.2.3 ; and ( iii )
 < d < 1 for intermediate nodes at the boundary of the particles
see again Section 2.2.3 ). 
.2.3. Particle representation in HLBM 
For the sake of generality in describing the model, a “bubble” is
erein indicated more generally as “particle”. Each (spherical) par-
icle P K present inside the computational domain at a given time
s formally represented as a tuple composed of centre-of-mass co-
rdinate X K , velocity U K and acceleration a K , angular coordinate
K , velocity K and acceleration αK , a radius R K , a mass M K , a mo-
ent of inertia J K ≡ 2 / 5 M K R 2 K (for a sphere, referred to its centre
f mass), and a smoothing parameter εK : 
 K ≡ ( X K , U K , a K , ϑ K , K , αK , R K , M K , J K , ε K ) . (16)
hrough the smoothing parameter εK , an intermediate-porosity
rea with 0 < d < 1 is deﬁned on the border of the particle, at
 distance from X K comprised between R K − ε K / 2 and R K + ε K / 2 .
he porosity is deﬁned in a way that allows it to vary continu-
lly and monotonically from 0 to 1 through a squared cosine func-
ion. This smooth-border solution has been shown to improve sta-
ility and reduce non-physical pressure and velocity ﬂuctuations
ear the particle surface [20] . 
The hydrodynamic force F K and torque K acting on the particle
re computed from an algorithm similar to the one proposed by
add [23,24] to compute momentum exchange between bounce-
ack nodes. The momentum exchanged between a node x and a
ontiguous node x + c i is: 
 i ( x ) = c i [ f i ( x ) − f ı¯ ( x + c i ) ] , (17)
here ı¯ is the opposite lattice direction of i . Then, force and torque
re computed as follows: 
 K = 
∑ 
x ∈ P K 
∑ 
i 
g i ( x ) , (18)
K = 
∑ 
x ∈ P K 
( x − X K ) ∧ 
∑ 
i 
g i ( x ) , (19)
here “x ∈ P K ” means that all the nodes x such that | x − X K | ≤
 K + ε K / 2 are included in the sum. The use of the abstract con-
ept of the tuple in Eq. (16) to indicate P, which limited the
ums above only to the nodes effectively occupied by the parti-
le, together with Newton’s third law, ensure that the only non-
ull contributions from Eq. (17) come from the particle’s surface
odes. In this way, surface-tracking procedures to force the sums
n Eqs. (18) and ( 19 ) to be limited to only the particle’s surface, as
n Ladd [23,24] , are avoided. 
The particle’s trajectory is updated at each timestep by solving
econd Newton’s law of motion: 
 K 
(
d U K 
dt 
− g 
)
= F K , (20)
 K 
d K 
dt 
= K , (21)
here U K and K are the centre-of-mass velocity and angular
elocity respectively, and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
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iqs. (20) and ( 21 ) are solved through a leapfrog algorithm for lin-
ar variables: 
a K ( t + t ) = 1 
M K 
F K + g , 
X K ( t + t ) = X K ( t ) + U K ( t ) T + 1 
2 
a K ( t ) t 
2 , 
U K ( t + t ) = U K ( t ) + 1 
2 
[ a K ( t ) + a K ( t + t ) ] t ;
(22) 
nd angular: 
αK ( t + t ) = 1 
J K 
K , 
ϑ K ( t + t ) = ϑ K ( t ) + K ( t ) T + 1 
2 
αK ( t ) t 
2 , 
K ( t + t ) = K ( t ) + 1 
2 
[ αK ( t ) + αK ( t + t ) ] t . 
(23) 
Finally, for each lattice node x ∈ P K , the particulate phase ve-
ocity u P is updated: 
 
P ( x ) = U K + K ∧ ( x − X K ) . (24) 
The effect of the HLBM procedure is to alter the equilibrium
article density functions deﬁned on the lattice nodes. Therefore,
nly the usual LB stability criteria, as reported in Krüger et al. [22] ,
pply. Throughout the numerical work described within this paper,
o stability issue was encountered. 
.2.4. HLBM algorithm 
The algorithm to update a timestep is divided into two sections:
rstly, the system scrolls through all the particles, and for each it
erforms the following operations: 
1. Force, F K , and torque, K , are computed through Eqs. (17) –( 19 );
2. Centre-of-mass velocity U K and angular velocity K are com-
puted through a Verlet algorithm ( Eqs. (20) and ( 21 )), and the
centre of mass position X K is updated; 
3. For every node x ∈ P K , d ( x ) is updated based on the values of
X , R K and εK ; 
4. For every node x ∈ P K , u P ( x ) is updated following Eq. (24) . 
The second section consists of a standard collision-streaming al-
orithm performed throughout the whole computational domain,
ollowing Eq. (8) , considering Eqs. (14) and ( 15 ). On completion,
he ﬁeld d is reset in the whole domain. 
.2.5. Power-law model and turbulence 
In non-Newtonian modelling, the equations of ﬂow are resolved
n the usual way (i.e., Newtonian), with the viscosity being altered
ointwise through a given rheological model. As rheological mod-
ls are built in such a way that the apparent rheology depends
n the local shear rate, implementations of non-Newtonian models
sually take the following shape: ( i ) t he shear rate is computed lo-
ally in the usual way; ( ii ) the apparent viscosity is updated locally
ccording to the given rheological model; ( iii ) the equations of mo-
ion are solved in the usual way. The Lattice-Boltzmann power-law
odel used in the work reported here [6] does not differ from this
ramework—the only peculiarity, being a Lattice-Boltzmann model,
s that the relaxation time is altered through the rheological model,
ather than the apparent viscosity directly, as the latter depends
n the former. In addition, the implementation of the Smagorin-
ky turbulence model means that the relaxation time, once altered
hrough the non-Newtonian model, is altered once again through
he turbulence model. The combined power-law and Smagorinsky
odels are implemented in this work as follows. 
Shear rate. It is well-known [22] that for any non-forced Lattice-
oltzmann model, the second momentum of the non-equilibriumerm of the particle distribution function f (1) 
i 
is related to the rate
f shear tensor S : 
 = − 1 
2 τρC c 2 s 
∑ 
i 
f (1) 
i 
c i  c i , (25) 
here S is deﬁned as: 
 αβ ≡
1 
2 
(
∂ αu 
C 
β + ∂ βu C α
)
(26) 
nd, in turn: 
˙ ≡
√ 
2 S : S . (27) 
At every timestep, before the collision step, S ( x ) is evalu-
ted locally through Eq. (25) , and then ˙ γ ( x ) is computed through
q. (27) . 
Power-law relaxation time. The dynamic viscosity μ( x ) is evalu-
ted through the power-law Eq. (1) , and the relaxation time τ ( x )
s updated via the kinematic viscosity—relaxation time relationship
22] : 
≡ μ
ρC 
= c 2 s ( 2 τ − 1 ) . (28) 
Combined power-law-Smagorinsky relaxation time. In order to
ake the possible effect of turbulence into account, a Smagorinsky
erm to the relaxation time is applied following Hou et al. [15] . S
nd ˙ γ are recomputed immediately after the power-law updating
ollowing Eqs. (25) and ( 27 ), then the (power-law) kinematic vis-
osity ν is substituted with the turbulent kinematic viscosity νeff:
eff = ν + C Smago ˙ γ , (29) 
here C Smago is the Smagorinsky constant. In the work presented
ere, C Smago was set to 0.14. Finally, the relaxation time τ com-
aring in the Lattice-Boltzmann Eq. (8) is substituted with the tur-
ulent relaxation time τ eff, which is computed from νeff following
he same procedure in Eq. (28) . 
.2.6. Partial-slip boundary condition 
The partial-slip boundary condition described in 
ection 2.1.3 was implemented for ﬂat surfaces in Lattice-
oltzmann as a hybrid bounce-back/free-slip, following Sbragaglia
nd Succi [31] and Benzi [3] . This boundary condition consists of
 linear combination of half-way bounce-back [22] and free-slip
22] . If f  
i ( x B , t ) is the particle distribution function after the
ollision step (i.e. the result of the computation at the right term
f Eq. (8) ) at a boundary node x B , then the streaming is altered as
ollows: 
f ( x B + c i , t + 1 ) = ( 1 − ξ ) f  ı¯ ( x B , t ) + ξ f  ˜ ı ( x B , t ) , (30)
here ξ ∈ [0, 1]. ı¯ is the opposite lattice direction of i , and ˜ ı is the
eﬂected direction of i , relative to the plane locally tangent to the
oundary border. ˜ ı is set to ı¯ when it is not possible to ﬁnd a valid
eﬂected lattice direction for every i . However, the D3Q27 scheme
nsures that every i has a valid reﬂected lattice direction. 
The boundary condition expressed in Eq. (30) reduces to full
ounce-back for ξ = 0 , and to full free-slip for ξ = 1 . 
.3. Experimental work 
The experimental data used in the work reported here were
roduced by Dapelo et al. [10] and Sindall et al. [34] . Below, a de-
cription of the experimental rig and the visualization techniques
s reported. 
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Experimental rig: (a) top and (b) front view. Pump, ﬂowmeter, pipes and ﬁttings not shown. From Dapelo et al. [10] . 
Table 2 
Power-law coeﬃcients for CMC solutions, from 
Dapelo et al. [10] . 
Label Concentration K n 
(–) ( g  −1 ) (Pa s n ) (–) 
cmc02 2 0.054 0.805 
cmc04 4 0.209 0.730 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Deformation of the surface, from Dapelo et al. [10] . 
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Fig. 3. Computational domain. 
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T  2.3.1. Transparent sludge substitute 
As biokinetics was not considered in the work reported here,
the common approach of substituting sludge with a transparent
sludge substitute was followed Wu and Chen [44] . This allowed a
simpler experimental rig to be built and enabled laser visualization
data collection. 
Sigma-Aldrich 419338 sodium carboxymetyl cellulose (CMC)
with average molar weight of 70 0,0 0 0 was employed to prepare
two water solutions, namely 2 and 4 g  −1 , labelled as “cmc02”
and “cmc04” respectively. The viscosity of the two solutions was
measured in the shear rate interval 10 0—50 0 s −1 and ﬁtted against
the power-law Eq. (1) . The results are reported in Table 2 . 
The two CMC solutions have rheological characteristics that are
intermediate between 2.5 and 5.4% TS sludge (see Table 1 ). 
2.3.2. Experimental rig 
The experimental rig consisted of a 4 l cylindrical, transparent
tank 20 cm diameter, ﬁlled to a depth of 13 cm with CMC ( Fig. 1 ).
An external transparent cubic vessel was ﬁlled with water in order
to diminish the refraction of incident laser beams. Air was injected
from the central nozzle at a ﬂow rate of q = 5 . 30 ml s −1 . 
The bubble plume was observed using a high-speed camera
[10] . In both CMC concentrations, the plume was composed of
equally-sized, equally-distributed bubbles rising at constant veloc-
ity. No bubble coalescence of breakup was observed. Bubble di-
ameter and rising velocities were 7.01 mm and 0.48 m/s respec-
tively for the “cmc02” solution, and 7.94 mm and 0.36 m/s for the
“cmc04”. In both cases, a deformation of the surface was observed
( Fig. 2 ). 
The particle Reynolds number is deﬁned from the bubble diam-
eter, its rising velocity and an average viscosity value: 
Re ≡ 2 RU 〈 ν〉 . (31)
The average viscosity 〈 v 〉 depends on the average shear rate 〈 ˙ γ 〉
through Eq. (1) . As shown below in Section 3.2 , the ﬂow pat-
terns are characterized by a central zone, where liquid is set inotion by the rising bubble column and move upwards with ap-
roximately the same velocity of the bubbles on one side, and
urrounding areas where velocity magnitude is around one order
f magnitude lower. Hence, a good approximation for the average
hear rate reads 〈 ˙ γ 〉 ≈ ( U − 0 ) /R and Eq. (31) becomes: 
e = 2 RU 
K 
(
U 
R 
)1 −n 
. (32)
ccording to the Equation above, the Reynolds number assumes
he values of 160 for “cmc02” and 47 for “cmc04”. 
.3.3. Visualization techniques 
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Positron Emission Particle
racking (PEPT) were used to produce experimental data. The PIV
D. Dapelo, R. Trunk and M.J. Krause et al. / Computers and Fluids 180 (2019) 11–21 17 
Fig. 4. Flow patterns and vortex’s position in the PIV plane for “cmc04” simulation. (a) Flow patterns for N = 400 , central plane. (b) Flow patterns for N = 400 , PIV plane 
and with the vortex evident. (c) Vortex’s y coordinate over linear grid size, compared to the experimental value (horizontal line). 
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a  etup is described in Dapelo et al. [10] . An incident laser beam pro-
uced a vertical plane 3 cm away from the cylinder’s central axis
fhereafter referred to as the “PIV plane”), and tracked the liquid
hase velocity projection over it. The cell size for the measure-
ents was 64 × 64 pixels. Once the regime conditions for the
ow and the bubbly motion had been reached, the average ﬁeld
as measured for a time of approximately 3 s. 
The PEPT setup is described in Sindall et al. [34] . A 400 μm
eutrally-buoyant tracer particle soaked with a γ -ray decaying
queous solution and coated with an impermeable resin was in-
ected into the CMC solution in the rig. An array of photomultipli-
rs and scintillators tracked its trajectory for up to 40 min with a
esolution of 0.6 mm. The information on the tracer particle’s tra-
ectory was then used to reconstruct the water phase’s velocity
eld across a radial plane. 
. Results 
The model discussed in Section 2.2 was validated against the
ata from experimental work described in Section 2.3 . A test case
eproduced geometrical data rheology described in Section 2.3 . A
ero-velocity Bouzidi boundary condition [5] was applied at the
ottom and the lateral walls of the cylinder, and the partial-slip
t the top. A circular crown at the most external part of the top
urface, three cells thick, was set a zero-velocity Bouzidi boundary
ondition instead of the partial-slip to improve stability. The rest
f the top surface was set to the partial-slip condition. The dimen-ionless lattice velocity was set to 0.3 and the smoothing parame-
er εK to 1.2 for all the particles. Liquid phase and bubble density
ere set to 10 0 0 and 1 kg m −3 respectively. The power-law pa-
ameters reported in Table 2 were adopted. Grids with a number
 of lattice nodes across the diameter varying from 150 to 800
ere considered. At the initial timestep, no bubble was present in
he system, and the liquid phase velocity ﬁeld was set to zero. A
ubble was introduced (i.e., a new tuple P K was deﬁned) with the
entre-of-mass X K located at 1 cm above the bottom of the com-
utational domain, along the central axis, every t inj seconds, with
t inj being deﬁned to match the ﬂow rate q with the experimental
alues of the bubble diameters reported in Section 2.3.2 : 
t inj = 
4 πR 3 K 
3 q 
. (33) 
 bubble was removed (i.e., the corresponding tuple P K was un-
eﬁned) when it touched the top surface of the computational do-
ain. In Fig. 3 , a schematic representation of the computational
omain is given. 
The numerical work was performed on up to eight 16-core
32-thread) Intel Xeon E5-2695 v4 “Broadwell” (2.20 GHz clock,
 GT/s QPI bus) processors. For the number of nodes per diameter
 = 400 , the computational domain resulted to be 27,579,306 node
arge. The numerical expense was quantiﬁed as around 2 . 6 × 10 −6 
PU second per thread per timestep per node (or cell in ﬁnite-
olume CFD jargon). As a comparison, the numerical expense of
 similar Euler–Lagrange, ﬁnite-volume CFD work on a domain of
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Fig. 5. Averaged ﬂow patterns, “cmc02” runs, ξ = 1 . (a) PIV experimental data, PIV plane. (b) PEPT experimental data, central plane. (c) Numerical data, PIV plane. (d) 
Numerical data, central plane. 
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t  1,361,367 cells [10] , performed on three 8-core (16-thread) Intel
Xeon E5-2660 “Sandy Bridge” (2.10 GHz clock, 9.6 GT/s QPI bus)
processors, amounted to around 4 . 8 × 10 −4 CPU second per thread
per timestep per cell (or node in Lattice-Boltzmann jargon), around
180 times longer. Of course, a rigorous comparison of the two runs
is not possible as they were performed on two different facili-
ties with different hardware, and consequently, the datum of “180
times faster” should be read very carefully. Despite that, we con-
sider that the advantage of the model presented in this paper over
Dapelo et al. [10] is evident. 
3.1. Mesh convergence 
To evaluate mesh convergence, a series of runs corresponding to
the “cmc04” solution were performed under acoustic scaling (i.e.,
lattice distance was varied while keeping lattice velocity constant)
by varying N from 150 to 800. ξ was set to 1 (i.e., free-slip). 
The resulting ﬂow patterns are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b). In all
the numerical runs, axial symmetry was observed. The ﬂuid phase
is arranged in a fast-rising column in the proximity of the bubble
plume. Once approaching the surface, the liquid phase is displaced
towards the walls and then forms a toroidal vortex which brings
ﬂuid downwards and back towards the central column. 
The position of the vortex (shown in Fig. 4 (b)) was tracked, and
the corresponding y coordinate plotted against N ( Fig. 4 (c)). The
experimental value is reported for comparison. The relative devia-
tion from experimental value resulted to be  2% for all the runs,nd fell below 0.26% from N = 400 onwards. Hence, N = 400 was
hosen for all the following numerical work as a balance between
ccuracy and computational expense. The error associated with nu-
erical data produced from this grid can be considered to be the
bove-mentioned deviation of the numerical vortex position from
he experimental value – that is, 0.26%. 
.2. Validation 
In Fig. 5 , a comparison between experimental and simulated
ow patterns for the “cmc02” solution and ξ = 1 , is shown. 
As hypothesized in Dapelo et al. [10] and conﬁrmed in Sindall
t al. [34] , the high-velocity central column which is present in
ig. 5 (a) but absent in Fig. 5 (c), is in fact an optical artefact affect-
ng the PIV measurements and caused by refraction of the laser
eam across the air bubbles. Considering this, the ﬁgure shows a
ood qualitative match between experimental and numerical ﬂow
atterns. 
The most signiﬁcant discrepancy between simulated and exper-
mental ﬂow patterns consists of an overestimation of the ﬂow pat-
erns intensity immediately below the surface, resulting in a hor-
zontal displacement of the vortex towards the walls. Similar be-
aviour was also observed in the “cmc04” runs. In Section 2.1.3 it
as hypothesized that this difference was likely to be due to the
issipative effect of the surface evolution on the bulk ﬂow, which
ould not be captured by the simulations reported here. To prove
his, another series of “cmc04” runs was performed. The resolution
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 6. Vortex’s position over partial-slip parameter. (a) x and (b) y coordinates (solid lines) compared to experimental PIV data (pointed lines). (c) Percentage deviation from 
experimental data. 
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O   was set to 400 nodes per diameter, and the partial-slip param-
ter ξ varied between 0.984 to 1. The position of the vortex was
racked and is shown in Fig. 6 . 
The vortex’s y coordinate differed from the experimental value
f 0.2% or less in all the cases. The x coordinate was shown to drop
ith the decreasing of ξ , and eventually matched the experimen-
al value for ξ  0.990. This proves the effectiveness of the hybrid
oundary condition in reproducing the surface dissipative effect.
ven qualitatively, the improvement of the numerical prevision is
vident, as shown in Fig. 7 for the “cmc02” runs. 
. Discussion 
The Lattice-Boltzmann method offers a number of advantages
ver CFD. As reported in Section 3 , the advantage of the Lattice-
oltzmann model described in this paper over an analogue Euler-
agrange ﬁnite-volume CFD [10] was evident, despite the limita-
ions of the comparison methodology. And this was achieved de-
pite the Lattice-Boltzmann runs were performed over a number
f processes more than ﬁve times larger than the CFD. 
This performance improvement is due to two peculiarities of
he collide-streaming mechanism ( Eqs. (9) and ( 10 )): ( i ) t he di-
ect time-advancing algorithm without iterations allows a consid-
rably smaller number of operations per timestep per lattice node;
nd ( ii ) the locality of the collision step ( Eq. (9) ), together with
he linearity of the streaming ( Eq. (10) ) makes sure that the inter-rocessor communications are reduced to a minimum, thus facili-
ating multiprocessor scaling-up. 
The increase of computational eﬃciency allows much ﬁner
rids for similar computational expenses: the overall computa-
ional expense of a typical run reported in this paper was around
.6 times the expense of the Euler-Lagrange ﬁnite-volume CFD
un in Dapelo et al. [10] , but the number of lattice nodes was
ver twenty times larger. The increased level of mesh detail al-
owed the Lattice-Boltzmann work to resolve the bubbles as ﬁnite-
imensioned object rather than points, as in the above-mentioned
FD work. This latter approximation was a weakness of the CFD
odel, as it imposed constraints on the size of the cells which
ere expected to be crossed by the bubbles, and on the overall
umber of bubbles in the system at a given time. These constrains
ere obviously removed in the Lattice-Boltzmann model. 
The Lattice-Boltzmann model imposes a cubic mesh with con-
tant lattice size. Discretizations on unstructured or locally reﬁned
rids exist Krüger et al. [22] —at the cost, however, of partially com-
romising the simplicity and the parallelizability of the collide-
treaming algorithm. However, the apparent limitation of a cubic
esh does not affect the results quality, because the increased res-
lution from a ﬁner mesh widely counterbalances the staircase ef-
ect on the borders. Moreover, speciﬁc boundary conditions (e.g.,
ouzidi) are speciﬁcally designed to remove the staircase effect.
n the contrary, a simple cubic mesh allows to implement speciﬁc
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Fig. 7. Averaged ﬂow patterns, “cmc02” runs, ξ = 0 . 990 . (a) PIV experimental data, PIV plane. (b) PEPT experimental data, central plane. (c) Numerical data, PIV plane. (d) 
Numerical data, central plane. 
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 modelling (in the work reported in this paper, HLBM) in a simple
and natural way. 
Finally, the way the Lattice-Boltzmann algorithm is deﬁned in
terms of lattice directions allows the formulation of a number of
boundary conditions in a simple and natural way — notably, no-
slip and free-slip in terms of bounce-back and reﬂection respec-
tively, and partial-slip as a combination of the two. This consti-
tuted a furteher advantage over the CFD model, as offered the pos-
sibility to tune the surface dissipation, which was not possible in
CFD. 
5. Conclusions 
A novel LB model for gas mixing in anaerobic digestion was
proposed and validated against laboratory-scale data. 
The model consisted of the combination of HLBM for multi-
phase modelling, a non-Newtonian model for liquid phase rheol-
ogy, a Smagorinsky model for turbulence and a hybrid bounce-
back/free-slip boundary condition for surface dissipation. The
model was able to reproduce faithfully the experimental ﬂow pat-
terns. 
The hybrid boundary condition was shown to reproduce the
surface dissipative effect accurately. 
The advantages of the Lattice-Boltzmann model over an Euler-
Lagrange ﬁnite-volume CFD analogue and the increases numerical
eﬃciency are described. The innovative model will have applications in the modelling of
omplex ﬂow patterns in laboratory, pilot and full scale anaerobic
igesters, and represents a signiﬁcant step forward in advancing
he state of the art in this regard. 
This work is the ﬁrst step of a larger and ambitious project
see “Acknowledgements” below), in which biokinetics and hydro-
ynamics will be coupled and simulated together. Next steps will
nclude a separated validation of a simpliﬁed biokinetic model,
he validation of a coupled model against laboratory experimental
ata, and the application to full-scale digesters. 
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